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2024-07-05 10:02 Rezoning: 4569 Oak 
Street

Oppose No, No, No to any blocking of view cones. Building up does not make 
neighbourhoods, create housing for most people. Building up means 
developers market overseas, sell to people who live her part-time and do not 
contribute taxes. We need low-rise housing, with two and three bedrooms 
for families -- not cold, people stacking that we see in Metrotown and 
Brentwood. If anyone on council thinks those two areas are neighbourhoods 
and community feeling -- forget it. Just the opposite. We must keep our 
views, this is part of our Vancouver identity. So much of Vancouver has 
already been destroyed over the past 30 years - namely beautiful heritage 
homes and neighbourhoods, and look where that has left us. Our downtown 
area needs revitalizing, put some housing down there in the empty buildings  
that already exist. This tearing down and start over is such a destructive act - 
all in the name of progress. Please re-think. I despair at my Vancouver. It 
used to be vital, now is sad, dirty and full of homeless who refuse, in some 
cases, to be placed in housing. I am 82, born and raised in North Vancouver, 
but have lived and worked my adult life in Vancouver. I love my city, but 
constantly see city councils try to 'grandstand' and build bigger, higher, to 
satisfy who??? Developers have led this planning for years, and it is time we 
gave back the city to the people who live here, serve us coffee in a favourite 
neighbourhood cafe, cashier at a food market and pay taxes of all kinds. Let's 
dispense with this 'macho' build big attitude. 

kathleen Anderson Mount Pleasant

2024-07-06 17:42 Rezoning: 4569 Oak 
Street

Oppose TOPIC: Don't Eliminate Public View Cones!

Dear Mayor and Council,

Protect Vancouver's public mountain views for the public!

Cancel the motion to "Modernizing the City’s View Protection Guidelines to 
Unlock New Housing and Economic Opportunities". Few cities in the world 
are blessed with the natural beauty of mountains and water that Vancouver 
enjoys. Lowrise housing will still provide homes for our residents. Firetruck 
ladders can't reach beyond the 7th floor of a building. Please consider our 
safety as well.

I will remember to not vote for you if you vote for this motion to eliminate 
and privatize Vancouver's public mountain views!

(from a Vancouver resident since 1981)

Klare Kish Marpole

2024-07-07 20:35 Rezoning: 4569 Oak 
Street

Oppose Retain and protect view corridors of the North Shore mountains Paul Belserene Arbutus Ridge
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